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Abstract. A infinite dimensional module for an algebraic group is called
small provided every proper submodule is finite dimensional. Small infinite
dimensional modules exist provided that the characteristic is zero and the
group has a non–trivial unipotent radical. The unipotent radical is shown
to act through an abelian quotient, which allows a description, up to finite
dimensional quotients, of the SID modules with trivial module socle via equi-
variant commutative algebra. In the case that the group is in fact unipotent,
this description is used to calculate the Hilbert function of the ascending socle
series of the module.

Introduction

Let G denote an algebraic group over the algebraically closed field k of char-
acteristic zero. As Donkin has shown [D], a rational G-module M satisfies the
descending chain condition (DCC) provided the socle of M is finite dimensional
(and conversely, of course).

One of the equivalent forms of the descending chain condition on a module is
that any class of submodules contains minimal elements, namely submodules all
of whose proper submodules lie outside the class. These minimal modules may
be thought of as being on the edge of the class, and as embodying the minimum
necessary for entry into the class. As such, the analysis and classification of their
structure is of interest.

Any infinite dimensional G-module with DCC contains minimal such, namely
infinite dimensional G-modules all of whose proper submodules are finite dimen-
sional. We call a module with this latter property small and abbreviate small
infinite dimensional by SID. (Others use the terminology ‘just infinite’.) Clearly
SID modules also have DCC.

When we classify SID modules, in addition to isomorphism we will also use the
notion of virtual isomorphism: SID modules are said to be virtually isomorphic
if they have isomorphic non–zero quotients (which means, of course, that they
are isomorphic modulo finite dimensional submodules). It is clear that virtual
isomorphism is an equivalence relation.

As an example of an SID module, we can take G = Ga (the additive group) and
M = k[G] (its coordinate ring): using the identity t : G → k as the coordinate,
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we have k[G] = k[t] (polynomials) with action g · t = g + t. Then any submodule
containing a polynomial of degree n must also contain 1, t, t2, . . . , tn, from which it
follows that the only proper submodules are Ei = k1 + kt+ · · ·+ kti, i = 0, 1, . . . .
(Note that characteristic zero is being used strongly here, and that in characteristic
p > 0 k[Ga] = k[t] contains the infinite descending chain of submodules k[t] ⊃
k[tp] ⊃ k[tp

2

] ⊃ . . . .)
If G is reductive then every module is its own socle, so it has no SID modules.

Otherwise, G has a non–trivial unipotent radical U and can be written as a semi–
direct product G = HU where H is a maximal reductive subgroup. Let EG(k)
denote the injective hull of the trivial G-module k; we have EG(k) = k[U ], where
U acts by translation and H by conjugation: pu · f(v) = f(p−1vpu) for p ∈ H and
u, v ∈ U . In particular, it is infinite dimensional. The socle of EG(k) is just k, and
hence it has DCC. In particular, it contains an SID submodule. Thus we conclude
that a group has an SID module exactly when its unipotent radical is non–trivial.
So the appropriate place to begin the study of SID modules is for unipotent groups.

Unipotent groups

Definition 1. Let U be a unipotent algebraic group and let E be a U module.
Define submodules of E by E0 = {0} and if Ei is defined then Ei ⊆ Ei+1 is defined
by

(E/Ei)
U = Ei+1/Ei.

We have E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ . . . with ∪Ei = E.
By the definition x ∈ Ei+1 if and only (g− 1)x ∈ Ei for all g ∈ U . Then an easy

induction establishes that

Ei = {x ∈ E | (g1 − 1) . . . (gi − 1)x = 0 ∀ g1, . . . , gi ∈ U}.(i)

Note that (i) implies that if x ∈ Ej and g1, . . . , gk ∈ U then (g1− 1) . . . (gk − 1)x ∈
Ej−k.

It’s obvious from the above formula (i) (or even from the definition) that (·)i is
a functor on U modules which commutes with direct sums and carries monomor-
phisms to monomorphisms.

If E = k[U ], then each Ei is finite dimensional [LM1, 1.3.2, p.326]. Moreover
k[U ] is also the injective hull EU (k) of the trivial U module k [CPS, p.4]. If M is
a U module with n–dimensional socle MU , then its injective hull is the injective
hull of its socle, and the latter is k[U ](n). It follows that every Mi is also finite
dimensional. In particular, each M/Mi also has finite dimensional socle.

In the case that E1 (and hence by the above all Ei) is finite dimensional, we can
define a Hilbert function for E:

Definition. Let E be a module for the unipotent group U with finite dimensional
socle. The function f(E, i) = dimk(Ei) is called the Hilbert function of E.

If M is any U module and g ∈ U then m 7→ g · m − m defines a k-linear
endomorphism of M which we denote g − 1 as above. For a0, . . . , am ∈ k we then
have a polynomial endomorphism

∑
ai(g−1)i. Since formula (i) implies that g−1

is locally nilpotent, we can even define a power series endomorphism
∑
ai(g − 1)i

for an infinite sequence of elements ai, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , of k. In case g is in the center
Z(U) of U , these k-linear endomorphisms are U linear.

In the SID case, we have the following fact about U endomorphisms:
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Proposition 1. Let E and F be SID U modules and let T ∈ HomU (E,F ). Then
either T = 0 or T is onto.

If E = F then T ∈ EndU(E) is a non–unit if and only if Ker(T ) 6= 0, and if
EU = k, then EndU (E) is local.

Proof. If T 6= 0 then the kernel K of T is a proper, hence finite dimensional,
submodule of E. If T is not onto, then the image I of T is a proper, hence finite
dimensional, submodule of F . So if T were neither 0 nor onto the exact sequence

0→ K → E → I → 0

would imply that E is finite dimensional, contrary to hypothesis. It follows imme-
diately that if E = F then the invertible endomorphisms are exactly the monomor-
phisms. If EU = k, then Ker(T )U is either k or 0, with the latter occurring only
when Ker(T ) = 0. Thus T is a non–unit exactly when T (1) = 0, from which it
follows that the non–units of EndU(E) form an ideal.

We want to apply the proposition to the case of an endomorphism on an SID
module induced by multiplication by a group element:

Proposition 2. Let E be an SID U -module. Let u ∈ Z(U) be central in U with
E〈u〉 finite dimensional. Let T = u−1 ∈ EndU (E) and define φ : k[[t]]→ EndU (E)
by t 7→ T . Consider E as a k[[t]] module via φ. Then E is a faithful, torsion,
divisible k[[t]] module with finite dimensional socle, and Endk[[t]](E) is a matrix
algebra over k[[t]] of size equal to this finite dimension.

Proof. Note that φ is defined since for x ∈ E there is some k with tkx = 0. Let
R = k[[t]] and let I ⊂ R be the kernel of φ. As an ideal of R, if I is non–zero it
must be generated by a power of t, say tk. But then T k = (u−1)k is zero on E. On
the other hand, by assumption T 6= 0, and thus by Proposition 1 T is onto. So I is
zero and E is a faithful R module. If x ∈ E then x ∈ Ei for some i, so that tix = 0
by formula (i). Thus E is a torsion R module. Since by Proposition 1 non–zero
elements of R give surjective endomorphisms of E, E is a divisible R module. Since
the divisible R modules are precisely the injective ones, any injective R module is
a direct sum of copies of indecomposable injectives, and the indecomposables are
either the fraction field k((t)) or the injective hull of the residue field ER(k), and
only the latter has torsion, we see that E is a direct sum of copies of ER(k) as an
R module. The number of copies is the dimension of {x ∈ E | tx = 0}, that is, of
the kernel of T , which, being a proper U submodule, is finite dimensional, say of
dimension n. Thus E is isomorphic to ER(k)(n); since EndR(ER(k)) = R, we then
have that EndR(E) = Mn(R) as desired.

We retain the hypotheses and notation of Proposition 2 (E is an SID U - module,
u ∈ Z(U) acts non–trivially on E with finite dimensional fixed point set, and E
is regarded as a k[[t]] module via t 7→ u − 1). Now suppose g is any element of
U and consider the k-linear automorphism ρ(g) of E given by x 7→ gx. Since u is
central, ρ(g) commutes with u − 1 and hence is k[[t]] linear. Thus ρ is actually a
representation of U over k[[t]]:

ρ : U → GLn(k[[t]]).

Moreover, ρ(u) is the scalar matrix (1 + t)In. As we now see, the existence of such
a representation has strong implications for the structure of E as a U– module.
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Theorem 3. Let E be a small infinite dimensional module for the unipotent group
U . Then the commutator subgroup of U acts trivially on E.

Proof. We replace U by the kernel of the representation on E so that we may assume
that E is a faithful U module. Then we want to show that U is abelian. If not, then
there exist g, h, u ∈ U such that u ∈ Z(U) is central and we have the commutator
equation (g, h) = u. Let Γ be the (abstract) subgroup of U generated by g, h, u.
As above, Γ is faithfully represented in GLn(k[[t]]), and hence in GLn(K), where
K is the algebraic closure of k((t)); we regard this representation as an inclusion.
Let Γ be the Zariski closure of Γ. Since Γ is nilpotent, so is its Zariski closure, and
we have Γ = N × T where N is a unipotent algebraic group (over K) and T is a
diagonalizable group whose connected component T 0 is the unique maximal torus
of Γ. Recall that u = (1+ t)In is scalar and hence contained in the one dimensional
torus (K − {0})In. It follows that the Zariski closure of the cyclic subgroup of Γ
generated by u is this torus, and hence that the scalar torus is contained in T 0

and hence in T . Let pr : Γ = N × T → T be the projection. We have just seen
that pr(u) = (1 + t)In, and hence pr(um) 6= 1 for any m > 0. On the other
hand, since [T : T 0] < ∞ there is an n such that pr(gn) ∈ T 0 and pr(hn) ∈ T 0.
But (gn, hn) = um (for appropriate m) and applying pr then gives the impossible
equation 1 6= pr(u)m = (pr(g)n, pr(h)n) in the abelian group T 0. We conclude that
U must be abelian.

Commutative unipotent case

Theorem 3 reduces the study of SID modules for unipotent groups to commuta-
tive algebra. We first recall the construction of the complete group algebra k〈〈U〉〉
[LM2, p.536]: as a ring, this is just the U module endomorphism ring of the injec-
tive hull EU (k) of the trivial U module. Since EU (k) = k[U ] as a left U -module,
and U also acts (U– equivariantly) on the right on k[U ], there is an embedding
of U into EndU (EU (k)) = k〈〈U〉〉. Thus modules for the complete group algebra
are by restriction (abstract) U -modules. There is an augmentation k〈〈U〉〉 → k by
T 7→ T (1) whose kernel is denoted J1(U). The discrete k〈〈U〉〉-modules are those for
which every element is annihilated by a power of J1(U). The U module obtained by
restriction from a discrete k〈〈U〉〉 module is rational, and every rational U–module
arises in this way [LM2, 2.8, p.539]. The complete group algebra is isomorphic as
a topological ring to the completion of the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie
algebra of U at its augmentation ideal, and under this isomorphism J1 is the ideal
of the completion generated by that augmentation ideal [LM2, 1.8, p.535].

In particular, if U is commutative then k〈〈U〉〉 is a (commutative) formal power
series algebra R = k[[t1, . . . , tn]] (n = dim(U)), J1(U) = (t1, . . . , tn) = M is the
maximal ideal, and U -modules are R-modules every element of which is annihilated
by a power of M (M -primary modules). Moreover, if X is such a module, then the
U - submodule Xi is HomR(R/M i, X). Such a module will be SID if it is infinite
dimensional but every proper submodule is finite dimensional.

We can use the R-module injective hull ER(R/M) of the simple R-module to cre-
ate the standard contravariant duality between M primary modules and complete
modules XD = HomR(X,ER(R/M)) which is exact since ER(R/M) is injective
and perfect since ER(R/M)D = R and RD = ER(R/M). Under the duality, we
have (for an M -primary module) that XD

i = X/M iX . If E is an SID R module,
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then ED is a finitely generated R-module all of whose proper quotients are finite
dimensional, and conversely. It remains to study such R-modules.

Such modules X are finitely generated over R, infinite dimensional over k, but
all their proper quotients are k finite dimensional. We will call these Dual Infinite
Small R-modules, or DIS modules. Any non–zero submodule Y ⊆ X has these same
properties and Y is of finite codimension in X . In particular, if P is an associated
prime of X then R/P is DIS. But this can only happen if P is of codimension one
(or zero). Moreover, it follows easily from the fact that X is DIS that there is at
exactly one codimension one associated prime of X .

Conversely, if X is a finitely generated R-module (infinite dimensional over k),
with Ass(X) ⊆ {P,M} where P is codimension one andR/P is of finite codimension
in X then X is DIS.

Finally, we conclude that if X is a DIS module with associated codimension
one prime P then there is a finite dimensional submodule N of XD with XD/N
isomorphic to (R/P )D.

It is clear from the above discussion that the classification of SID modules for
the commutative group U (which is equivalent to the classification of DIS modules
for the ring R) is at least as hard as the classification of codimension one prime
ideals of R. On the other hand, this is the only difficulty: we can virtually classify
SID modules up to the classification of codimension one primes:

Theorem 4. Let U be a unipotent algebraic group, with Uab of dimension d over
k. Then there is a bijection between the set of virtual isomorphism classes of SID
modules and the set of codimension one prime ideals of k[[t1, . . . , td]].

Proof. By Theorem 3, SID U modules are (SID) Uab-modules and vice versa. Thus
we may assume U is abelian and that R = k〈〈U〉〉 = k[[t1, . . . , tn]] as above. Let E
be an SID U - module. As noted in the above discussion, the DIS R-module ED has
a unique associated codimension one prime P , and the submodule R/P ⊆ ED is of
finite codimension. Then, applying D, we have a surjection E = EDD → (R/P )D

so that E is virtually isomorphic to (R/P )D. Suppose Q is also a codimension
one prime ideal and that (R/P )D and (R/Q)D are virtually isomorphic, with F
denoting their (SID) common quotient. Then both R/P and R/Q are submodules
of FD. Since FD has a unique associated prime of codimension one, we conclude
that Q = P . If E′ is an SID module virtually isomorphic to E, then as above
E′ has a quotient (R/P ′)D where P ′ is codimension one, and since (R/P )D and
(R/P ′)D are virtually isomorphic, P = P ′. Thus P is an invariant of the virtual
isomorphism class of E, and the theorem follows.

The proof of Theorem 4 also provides a calculation of Hilbert functions, as we
now see:

Proposition 5. Let E be an SID module for the unipotent group U . Then the
Hilbert function of E is a linear polynomial in i, for i sufficiently large.

Proof. We may replace U by its image on E and assume that U is abelian. Next,
note that if F is a finite dimensional submodule of E then f(E, i) = f(E/F, i) +
dim(F ) for large i. So we can replace E by E/F as needed. In the notation of the
proof of Theorem 4, we can take E/F = (R/P )D where P is a codimension one
prime ideal of R. Since, in the notation of the discussion preceding Theorem 4,
((R/P )D)i = ((E/F )i)

D we have dimk((E/F )i) = dimk((R/P )/(M i(R/P ))), the
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Hilbert function of E/F and R/P are the same. Since the Krull dimension of R/P
is one, its Hilbert function is linear for large i, and hence so is f(E/F, i).

General groups

We now turn to the case of a general algebraic group G with unipotent radical
U = Ru(G) and a maximal reductive subgroup H. We assume that U 6= {e} so
that G has SID modules. Our first result implies that we may take U abelian:

Proposition 6. Let E be an SID module for the algebraic group G. Then E has
a finite dimensional Ru(G) socle and (Ru(G), Ru(G)) acts trivially on E.

Proof. Let U = Ru(G). The G socle of E coincides with EU and hence E has finite
dimensional socle as U module also. Hence we can select an SID U -submodule
E′ ⊆ E. By Proposition , (U,U) acts trivally on E′. If u ∈ (U,U), g ∈ G, and
x ∈ E′, then ugx = g(g−1ug)x = gx. It follows that (U,U) acts trivially on∑
g∈G gE

′; but the latter is an infinite dimensional G-submodule of E so must be
E itself.

We continue to use the notation G = UH and recall again that the injective
hull EG(k) of the trivial G-module is isomorphic to k[U ] with U acting as left
translations and H on the right through conjugation. We assume further that U
is abelian and let R = k〈〈U〉〉 which is as before a power series algebra, on which
H acts by conjugation. (Since U is abelian, we could equally well consider the
conjugation action of G.) H acts on R by algebra automorphisms and preserves
the maximal ideal M of R. We note above that k[U ] is the injective hull of k both
over U and R, and with the action of H also the injective hull over G. Here we
want to regard it as the injective hull ER(k) over R but also with compatible H
action.

Now let X be any G module with finite dimensional socle. Since as a U module
it also has finite dimensional socle, we have that X is also an (M - primary) R-
module. H acts both on X and R and the actions are compatible. Extending the
usual terminology, we will call such an X an R ·H-module. The action of H on X
is rational (hence semi–simple); this is not true of the action on R but is true of
the induced action on its associated graded ring ⊕i≥0M

i/M i+1.
Suppose that V is the finite dimensional socle of the G module X . Then the

injective hulls of X and V coincide, and the latter can be identified with ER(k)⊗V ,
and we have an essential monomorphism X → ER(k)⊗ V .

The actions of H on X and ER(k) make XD = HomR(X,ER(k)) also an R ·H
module with X → XDD an R · H isomorphism; we thus get a duality between
H-semisimple R · H modules with finite dimensional socle and certain R finitely
generatedR·H modules: ifX has socle V so thatX embeds in ER(k)⊗V , then there
is a surjection ER(k)D ⊗ V → XD, and ER(k)D = R. Under this duality, SID G
modules correspond to modules with all non–zero submodules of finite codimension.

In the general case, the classification of these dual modules will be quite compli-
cated. But we can be more concise in case the SID G module X has trivial socle
(that is, the socle is a trivial G module). In this case we have an R ·H surjection
R(n) → XD, where n is the dimension of the socle of X .

For an SID module X , the action of H on XD permutes the (finitely many)
associated primes. If we assume further that H is connected (so has no proper
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finite quotients), then this action must be trivial, and any associated prime Q ⊂ R
of XD is H-stable.

With the above two assumptions, we obtain the following generalization of The-
orem :

Theorem 7. Let X be an SID module for the connected algebraic group G = UH
and assume that the socle of X is a trivial module. Suppose Uab has dimension
d. Then there is a unique H-stable prime ideal Q of R = k〈〈U〉〉 = k[[t1, . . . , td]]
such that X is virtually isomorphic to (R/Q)D. There are no H stable primes of
R properly between Q and M =

∑
Rti, and if Q′ is any such prime ideal of R then

(R/Q′)D is an SID G module with trivial socle.

Proof. By Proposition 6, we can assume that (U,U) acts trivially on X , and thus
replace G by G/(U,U) and assume U is abelian. As noted above, the triviality of
the socle of X implies an R ·H surjection R(n) → XD. Composing with the various
coordinate inclusions we conclude that there is an R ·H morphism R→ XD with
cofinite dimensional image (isomorphic to) R/I. Every non–zero quotient of R/I
is finite dimensional. The minimal primes of I are permuted by H and hence H
stable by connectivity. If M is the only minimal prime over I then R/I (and hence
XD) would be finite dimensional, contrary to hypothesis. Thus there is a prime
Q ⊇ I with Q 6= M and Q H stable. If Q 6= I then R/Q is an infinite dimensional
proper quotient of R/I, and hence Q = I. The injection R/Q → XD dualizes
to the surjection and virtual isomorphism X → (R/Q)D. Because every proper
quotient of R/Q must be finite dimensional, we conclude that there are no prime
ideals between Q and M . If X were virtually isomorphic to (R/P )D for some other
H stable prime P , then R/P and R/Q would have isomorphic cofinite dimensional
R submodules, which is impossible.

Finally, suppose Q′ is an H stable prime ideal of R with no H stable primes
between it and M . A non–zero R · H submodule Y of R/Q′ corresponds to an
H stable ideal I properly containing Q. Since by connectivity of H the minimal
primes over I are H stable and since they all properly contain Q′ we have that M
is the unique minimal prime over I and hence that I is M primary so that R/I
is finite dimensional. But then Y is cofinite dimensional in R/Q′. It follows that
(R/Q′)D is SID. Moreover, the R ·H surjection R→ R/Q′ dualizes to a G injection
(R/Q′)D → ER(k) = EG(k) so that the socle of (R/Q′)D is seen to be G trivial
(and in fact be equal to k).
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